Our expertise in the material handling industry

dates back to the 1960s when Phoenix invented and manufactured the very first dock light. Since then, Phoenix’s docklite® options have
continued to improve operations all over the world. We prove our “Durability by Design®” approach to lighting in a market that requires
exceptional light quality and rugged fixture designs. Because sustainability is on the rise and cost-consciousness is a must, customers take
advantage of Phoenix’s innovative LED options to increase lifespan, eliminate maintenance costs and significantly reduce power consumption.

Our values

A TRADITION OF TRUST.
Phoenix has a rich history of tradition dating back over 126 years in the city of Milwaukee. Since 1892, it has thrived in a number of
different industries, but the fundamentals of the company have stayed the same. Phoenix has remained a family-owned business
operating with integrity and a focus on customer solutions.
Since the 1940s, Phoenix has specialized in lighting fixtures. The company quickly became the authority on durable lighting designs
for the world’s harshest environments. Over seven decades later, Phoenix is trusted to provide fixtures for heavy equipment, corrosive
conditions, hazardous locations and various other demanding applications.

Collaboration

Progress

We are committed to the industries we serve and evolve
with you as priorities shift and technology advances.
The conversation is continuous, and we proudly lend our
expertise whenever possible.

Our exceptional engineering team and innovative
manufacturing practices are widely recognized and
ensure that only superior products reach the market.

Craftsmanship

Authenticity

Our unwavering attention to detail ensures results that
far exceed your expectations. We design, engineer and
manufacture products that last.

We stay true to the roots of Phoenix and respect the
vision, ingenuity and hard work that have brought us to
where we are today. We are committed to the future of
our customers, employees and community.

Durability by Design®
Every light. Every project. Every day. We are committed to durability. Our fixtures have been
tested and proven in the most extreme conditions. We employ measures like potted drivers,
conformal coating, stranded wires, high quality finishes and marine grade components to
ensure that our fixtures thrive in their intended environments and last longer than the other
market options.

As the lighting industry continues to evolve, Phoenix remains committed to providing the quality, service and innovation that
customers have come to expect.
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LED

DLAW LED

Flex LED

DLA LED

DLX LED

The DLAW Series is a 16W wet location
LED task light that is ideal for outdoor
use or in wet indoor environments. It is
virtually maintenance free and is 89%
more energy efficient than a standard
incandescent head using a 150W lamp.

The FLEX LED docklite® provides
light comparable to an incandescent
dock light with a 150W PAR38 lamp.
The fixture offers a sleek design as
well as a flexible arm and hinged
bracket, allowing it to swing easily
out of the way.

The DLA 16W LED docklite® head
delivers an instant-on, bright,
uniform light. Powered by 16W,
it offers an 89% energy savings
over an incandescent head using
a 150W lamp.

The DLX LED Series explosion-proof
fixture is ideal for task lighting in
hazardous environments including
Class I, Division 1 areas. It uses 56%
less energy than a 70W metal halide
fixture.

Wattage

16W

10W

16W

Wattage

39

Lumens

789

942

789

Lumens

up to 2540

Voltage

120

120

120

Voltage

120-277

Repairable







Wet Location LED
Task Light

Optic options
Arm included

Flexible Arm LED Dock Light




Repairable

Arm included





3 years

1 year

Durability tested
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3 years



CE compliant
Haz Loc rated

Haz Loc rated





UL153
UL1598 Wet listed

CE compliant

Warranty

Explosion-proof LED
Task Light

Optic options

UL153
UL1598 Wet listed

16W Modular LED Loading
Dock Light Head

Warranty


3 years

Durability tested
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Fixtures & Accessories

Modular Arms

24 inch Single Strut Arm

Wire Lamp Guard
The wire lamp guard is recommended
for areas where lamp theft is a problem.
It is used as an optional replacement for
the standard guard shipped with the unit.

Modular

Incandescent Light Head
The Modular docklite® is made of
interchangeable components to
maximize flexibility and cost
effectiveness. These fixtures are
designed to illuminate truck, trailer
and railcar environments.

Wattage

up to 250W PAR38 or BR40

Lumens

lamp dependent

Voltage

120

•• Theft and lamp damage protection
•• Easily installed
•• Hinged for relamping
•• 7.50 inch (191 mm) diameter
•• For use with standard incandescent
modular light head

UL153

•• Lamp damage protection
•• Helps contain broken lamp glass
•• For use with standard incandescent
modular light head with a maximum
of 70W

This quiet, 18 inch diameter fan operates
at three speeds providing up to 8250
CFM circulation.

UL1598 Wet listed
CE compliant

•• 18.00 inch (457 mm) diameter
•• Use with Double Strut arm only
•• Rotates vertically and horizontally
•• Draws 2.6 amps on high

Haz Loc rated
Warranty

3 years

Durability tested
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60 inch Double Strut Arm

Single Strut Arm

Double Strut Arm

The Single Strut arm is made from
11/2 inch square steel tubes with a
3/16 inch thick 3 inch by 5 inch steel
mounting bracket. A wrist-action
joint (except on the 24 inch arm)
permits multi-directional movement.
An on/off rocker switch controls
power to the head.

The Double Strut arm operates a
light head and fan combination. An
on/off rocker switch controls power
to one of the two receptacles. A 3/16
inch steel bracket with a 5 inch by 17
inch footprint and three steel braces
easily support the extra weight.

24 inch, 42 inch, 60 inch

42 inch, 60 inch

Voltage

120

120

Rocker switch





1

2







Mounting height

5 feet 10 inches from floor

6 feet 9 inches from floor

Compatibility

docklite® head compatible

docklite® head and fan compatible

3 years

3 years

The polycarbonate guard protects
against lamp damage and is ideal for
food processing applications.

Fan



60 inch Single Strut Arm

Polycarbonate Guard



Arm included

42 inch Single Strut Arm

Modular Dock Light Arm

Repairable
Optic options

42 inch Double Strut Arm

Available lengths

IEC outlet
Zinc plated joint
Safety yellow

Warranty

Modular Dock Light Arm

Durability tested
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Phoenix Products Company Inc. 8711 West Port Avenue Milwaukee, WI 53224 USA
Phone: +1 414.973.3300 Email: docklite@phoenixlighting.com www.phoenixlighting.com/docklite

